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Abstract:

In the orthogonal frequency division multiple access 
(OFDMA) system, one of the efficient and low complex 
methods to allocate radio resources among multiple us-
ers is chunk based resource allocation, which groups a 
number of adjacent subcarriers into a chunk and allocates 
resources chunk by chunk. In this paper, performance 
analysis of chunk-based resource allocation is studied in 
the multi-cell OFDMA environment. Fractional frequen-
cy reuse (FFR) is considered in the cellular OFDMA. 
Basically, FFR divides each cell into central and edge 
areas where two different values of the frequency reuse 
factor are assumed. This paper analytically evaluates how 
spectral efficiency performance is affected by system pa-
rameters, including radius ratio of the central area to the 
whole cell, transmit signal to noise ratio (SNR), number 
of users, number of subcarriers per chunk, and coherence 
bandwidth. The numerical results show that there exists 
an optimal radius ratio to achieve the highest spectral ef-
ficiency in the proposed research. The optimal radius ra-
tio is about 0.7, which is almost irrespective of the SNR, 
number of users, and number of subcarriers per chunk. 
In other words, the sizes of the central area and the edge 
area of the whole cell are almost equal when achieving 
the optimal performance.

I. INTRODUCTION:

Orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) 
is a multiple access scheme currently exploited in most of 
modern wireless systems such as long term evolution-ad-
vanced (LTE-A) and IEEE 802.11/n to permit wide-band 
data services. OFDMA is immune against inter-symbol 
interference (ISI) by dividing wide-band frequency selec-
tive fading channel into orthogonal narrow-band flat fad-
ing sub-channels [1]. Fractional frequency reuse (FFR) 
is firstly proposed in [2] to solve the problem of strong 
co-channel interference encountered mainly by cell-edge 
users in multi-cell universal frequency reuse systems.
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 FFR divides the macro-cell coverage area into two re-
gions: center region with universal frequency reuse and 
edge region with reuse factor less than 1 (1/3 in our case). 
Resource allocation (RA) problem in multi-cell OFDMA 
system is divided into three sub-problems; sub-channel 
allocation among users, power loading and bit loading 
on different sub-channels. These sub-problems should be 
jointly and efficiently solved with reasonable complexity. 
Many algorithms in the literature have been proposed to 
solve RA problem on a a sub-channel basis [3], [4] either 
to maximize system throughput or minimize transmitted 
power. RA on a sub channel basis has two main draw-
backs: (1) RA algorithm complexity highly grows as num-
ber of sub-channels increases and (2) large signaling is 
required to be fed-back about channel information of each 
sub-channel. To simplify RA problem and reduce com-
plexity, a number of contiguous sub channels are grouped 
together into one chunk and RA is done on a chunk ba-
sis rather than sub-channel basis. Many algorithms in the 
literature have been proposed to solve the chunk-based 
RA problem in the single-cell scenario. Authors in [5] 
addressed system performance under many aspects such 
as fixed-size versus free-size chunks, equal power versus 
variable power per sub-channel and consecutive versus 
non-consecutive grouping using binary integer program-
ming (BIP) models. Authors in [6] addressed the optimal 
chunk based RA problem under bit error rate (BER) con-
straint considering the effect of dynamic power loading 
and coherence bandwidth on system throughput. Authors 
in [7] addressed chunk-based RA problem by dividing it 
into two separate sub problems (chunk assignment and 
power loading) to reduce complexity and simplify imple-
mentation. Some other works in the literature addressed 
chunk-based RA problem in MIMO based systems under 
BER constraint [8], with fairness guarantee [9] or under 
user rate constraint [10].The main contribution of this pa-
per is proposing a fairness aware chunk-based RA algo-
rithm for the downlink transmission of multi-user multi-
cell OFDMA system with FFR adoption.

Chunk-based User Selection and Resource Allocation in 
Multi Cell OFDMA System
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We compare our proposed RA algorithm with two differ-
ent algorithms in the literature in terms of average system 
spectral efficiency (SE), fairness among users and rates 
of cell edge users. The first reference algorithm is called 
capacity maximization (CM) algorithm [11] in which RA 
is done in a two-step process. The first step is to allocate 
different chunks among users based on small scale fading 
channel conditions only1 such that each user is assigned 
the chunk with the highest channel condition. Power is 
then loaded homogeneously among chunks and bit load-
ing is done so as to satisfy BER constraint on a further 
step. The second algorithm is the Round Robin (RR), the 
simplest allocation methodology, which allocates chunks 
among users regardless of their channel conditions. Al-
though additional complexity is added by our proposed 
algorithm and SINR feedback is required at the transmit-
ter 2 compared to the two reference algorithms, this can 
be tolerated by the increase in system average SE and 
fairness among users. The rest of the paper is organized 
as follows. System model is described in Section II. Our 
proposed chunk-based RA algorithm is described in Sec-
tion III. Simulation and results are given in Section IV. 
The paper is concluded in Section V.

II. SYSTEM MODEL:

Fig. 1 shows the two-layer cellular model with FFR and 
19 cells in total. In the two-layer cellular model, each cell 
is divided into two areas: the central area and edge area, 
and the same frequency can be reused among the areas 
with the same pattern of shadow. As shown in the figure, 
the frequency within the central area of one cell is reused 
in all other cells, while the frequency within the edge 
area of one cell is reused every three cells, but not reused 
among adjacent cells. Therefore, the frequency reuse fac-
tor in the central area is one, while the frequency reuse 
factor in the edge area is 1/3.

For the ith cell, where i = 1,19, there is one base station 
(BS), defined as BSi, located in the center of the cell.The 
first cell, i.e. i = 1, is assumed as the reference cell, and 
BS1 is the reference BS. The number of active users in 
the first cell is assumed to be K. The user shown by the 
black point in the first cell is a reference user or the kth 
user, where k = 1, K. When the reference user is in the 
central area of the first cell, all other eighteen BSs Out-
side the first cell may cause co-channel interference to the 
reference user through downlink transmission due to the 
frequency reuse factor of one. 

However, when the reference user is located in 
the edge area of the first cell, only six BSs (i.e. 
BS8,BS10,BS12,BS14,BS16 and BS18) having the same 
grey shadowing edge areas cause co-channel interference 
to the reference user.

In order to simplify the analysis, each hexagonal cell is 
approximated as a circular cell with the equal area as ex-
plained in [9][10]. By denoting the radius of the equiva-
lent circular cell as r, the edge length of the hexagonal cell 
is equal to 1.1r, as shown in Fig. 1. The radius of the cen-
tral area of the cell is denoted as rc. Further, by denoting 
the distance, d1, k, between BS1 and the reference user 
(i.e. the kth user) as xk, i.e. d1,k = xk, and θk as the angle 
of the user betweenthe line from BS1 vertical to the lower 
horizontal edge of the first cell and the line from BS1 to 
the user, the distances, {di,k}i=2,••• ,19, between BSi and 
the reference user can be expressed as [7].

 
where Di,1 is the distance between BSi and BS1, e.g. 
D4,1 shown in Fig. 1, and ϕi,1 is the angle between the 
line from BS1 to BSi and the line from BS1 vertically to 
the lower horizontal edge of the first cell, e.g. ϕ4,1 in Fig. 
1. Therefore, the location of the kth user is represented 
by (xk, θk) in Fig. 1. It is assumed that there are M sub-
carriers in the downlink OFDMA system. This downlink 
system is a single input single output (SISO) system, i.e. 
each base station has only one transmit antenna and each 
user has only one receive antenna. Each subchannel be-
tween any BS and the reference user is a Rayleigh fad-
ing channel which introduces an additive white Gaussian 
noise (AWGN) with a double-sided power spectral densi-
ty of N0/2. The frequency response, hi,k,m, m = 1, ,M, of 
the mth subchannel between BSi and the kth user contains 
path loss, fading, and phase, and is given by hi,k,m = d 
−λ/2 i,kαi,k,m ejφi,k,m, where λ is the propagation path 
loss exponent. αi,k,m,
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called the channel fading factor, is the magnitude of the 
channel fading of the mth subchannel between BSi and 
the kth user, and is identically and independently Ray-
leigh distributed with unitary mean square, E(α2 i,k,m) 
= 1, for all i and k. φi,k,m is the channel phase and is as-
sumed to be uniformly distributed in [0, 2π). Therefore, 
hi,k,m is identically and independently complex Gauss-
ian distributed with zero mean for all i and k. Its vari-
ance is equal to the path loss, i.e. E{|hi,k,n|2} = ψi,k = 
d –λ i,k , which is related to the transmission distance 
and propagation exponent. Although frequency responses 
of different users have different variances due to differ-
ent transmission distances, fairness is considered here in 
terms of the normalized received power. That is, the fre-
quency response of the kth user from the ith base station 
is divided by the square root of the average power_ψi,k = 
d−λ/2i,k .And ˆhi,k,m = hi,k,m/_ψi,k = αi,k,m  ejφi,k,m is 
definedas the power-normalized frequency response, and 
is alsocomplex Gaussian distributed with zero mean and 
unitaryvariance E(ˆhi,k,mˆhi,k,m) = 1. Similarly, ˆhi,k,m 
are identically and independently distributed for all i and 
k. By defining νm1,m2 as the correlationcoefficient be-
tween any two subcarriers (i.e. the m1th and m2th subcar-
riers) of the wireless channel from a BS to a user, νm1,m2 
is given by [18].

   
where Δf is the frequency separation between two adjacent 
subcarriers, and fc is the channel coherence bandwidth.In 
the downlink OFDMA system, in order to achieve large 
throughput, the adaptive modulation scheme is adopted 
according to channel qualities. By defining L as modula-
tion level, L-ary quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) 
is considered as the modulation scheme, and L takes val-
ues from the following set: L=_0, 22,,2b, ,2B_={0,4,,Lb, 
,LB}, (4) where b represents the number of total bits per 
OFDM symbol, which takes a value from a set of even 
numbers B = {0,2,. . . ,B} Subject to the total transmit 
power constraint, PT , in each cell, in the chunk-based 
downlink resource allocation, the transmit power allo-
cated to all subcarriers on one chunk is assumed to be the 
same for one user [3]. That is, Pk,nM_ = . . .  = Pk,(n+1)
M_−1 = pk,n, where Pk,m is the transmit power to the kth 
user on the mth subcarrier, and pk,n, called chunk-power 
per subcarrier, is the power allocated on each subcarrier 
within the nth chunk. The modulation level determined 
on the nth chunk for the kth user is denoted as lk,n, and is 
also assumed to be the same

for all subcarriers within one chunk for each user, i.e. lk,n 
= Lk,nM_+m_, where m_ = 0, 1,  ,M_−1 and Lk,m is 
the level of the QAM modulation for the kth user on the 
mth subcarrier. Therefore, the bits/symbol is the same for 
all subcarriers within the same chunk, and the bits per 
symbol per subcarrier (bits/symbol/subcarrier) on the nth 
chunk for the kth user is given by rk,n = log2 lk,n = log2 
Lk,nM_+m_ .

III. PROPOSED CHUNK-BASED RE-
SOURCE ALLOCATION ALGORITHM:

In this section, we propose a chunk-based RA algorithm 
with fairness provision for the downlink transmission 
of multiuser multi-cell OFDMA-based systems. During 
successive chunk allocation, our proposed algorithm em-
ploys the FFR concept to cope with co-channel interfer-
ence and protect cell-edge users in the multi-cell scenario. 
The algorithm is described in details in Algorithm 1. The 
proposed algorithm is initialized by zero rates Rk = 0 for 
every user k belongs to the set of all users ψ. The set of 
chunks Λ is also initialized with null set  on every chunk 
c. The first step of the algorithm is a round robin step such 
that, successively, each user k  ψ is allocated the chunk 
copt with the highest channel magnitude among set of re-
maining chunks Λ. If achievable rate by any user k  ψ 
is above zero, the chunk copt is assigned to user k and 
removed from the set of available chunks Λ. Then, the 
total rate associated with user k, Rk, is also updated. Oth-
erwise, the loop continues for the next user in the round 
robin step. 

This round robin step prevents starvation for users with 
poor channel conditions. The next step is a fairness provi-
sion step such that the remaining set of chunks available 
in the set Λ is fairly allocated among users. A set of can-
didate user’s ψc and is initialized by the set of all users 
ψ and the user kmin = arg min kψc and Rk is selected 
so that fairness among users is implicitly enhanced.The 
chunk with the highest channel magnitude with respect to 
user kmin among the set of chunks Λ, denoted as copt, is 
selected for user kmin. If the achievable rate by user kmin 
on the chunk copt is above zero, copt is assigned to user 
kmin, Rkmin is updated and copt is removed from the set 
of chunks Λ. Otherwise, user kmin is removed from the 
set of candidate users ψc and as it will not achieve rate 
over any other chunk as long as it doesn’t achieve rate on 
its optimal chunk. 
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The algorithm is terminated either if the set of candidate 
users ψc and becomes a null set (i.e. no user can achieve 
rate over any chunk of the remaining ones) or the set of 
chunks Λ becomes a null set. If the set of available chunks 
Λ is not empty at the algorithm termination, these chunks 
are considered in outage and unallocated. This fairness 
step maximizes system spectral efficiency while fairness 
among users is guaranteed as will be explained in the re-
sults section.

IV. SIMULATION & RESULTS:

In this section, we evaluate the performance of our pro-
posed RA algorithm in terms of different system metrics 
compared to the reference algorithm in [11] and the RR 
algorithm. These metrics include average system spectral 
efficiency (SE), fairness index (FI) and rates of cell-edge 
users. Number of users, K, is set to 8, average transmit sig-
nal to noise power ratio SNR=Pcenter+Pedge σ2η= 20dB 
and Pcenter = Pedge, number of sub-channels per chunk 
is set to M = 12 and coherence bandwidth is Bc = 5∆f. 
Other simulation parameters are summarized in Table I. 
All results are obtained for 104 channel realizations.Fig. 
2 shows average system SE per sub-channel against FFR 
radius ratio Rc/R for the different algorithms. Results re-
veal that up to a specific radius ratio of 0.4, capacity

Efficiency increases when the radius ratio starts to in-
crease from a very small value and achieves the highest 
value when the radius ratio is around 0.7. The average 
spectral efficiency increases with increasing the number 
of users because of multiuser diversity. It can also been 
seen from Fig. 3 that the number of users in the system 
does not have much impact on the value of optimal radius 
ratio, although the optimal radius ratio increases slightly 
with increasing the number of the users.Fig. 4 shows the 
effect of the radius ratio on the average spectrum efficien-
cy when the number of subcarriers per chunk takes vari-
ous values. It can be seen that again when the radius ratio 
is about 0.7, the average spectral efficiency achieves the 
highest value. The number of subcarriers per chunk does 
not affect the value of the optimal radius ratio. With in-
creasing the number of subcarriers per chunk, the average 
spectral efficiency decreases. However, the performance 
degradation is not significant when increasing M_. This 
result shows that a proper number of subcarriers can be 
grouped together to reduce the complexity of resource al-
location, while the achieved system performance is very 
close to the performance of the subcarrier-based resource 
allocation scheme, in which M_ = 1.

VI. CONCLUSION:

The FFR technology in cellular systems is an efficient 
method to improve the OFDMA system performance, 
while the chunk-based resource allocation scheme can ef-
fectively reduce the complexity of resource allocation in 
the OFDMA system. In this paper, the performance of the 
chunk-based resource allocation is investigated in FFR-
based OFDMA system. The effects of the radius ratio of 
the central area to the whole cell are extensively studied. 
It is also illustrated by numerical results that irrespective 
of the signal to noise ratio, the number of users and num-
ber of subcarriers per chunk, the optimal radius radio of 
the central area to the whole cell is around 0.7, at which 
the central area and the edge area are the same in areas.
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